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INTRODUCTION

 Vehicular traffic congestion and air pollution are

two difficult problems for urban cities worldwide

 Ridesourcing services aggravate urban traffic

congestion and air pollution.

 Ridesplitting is one possible and effective way to

reduce the adverse effects of on-demand

ridesourcing services



INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. Classification of shared mobility

[Source: modified from Shaheen & Chan, 2016]

 Ridesourcing refers to transportation

services that connect drivers who drive

private cars for making money with

passengers via smartphone applications

(Rayle et al., 2016).

 Ridesplitting is a form of ridesourcing

wherein riders with similar routes are

matched to the same driver and vehicle

in real time (Shaheen et al., 2016b).



LITERATURE REVIEW

 Existing studies on ridesourcing are generally based on

surveys and interviews.

 Most studies optimize the whole sharing system from the

global view without considering the passengers’ delay

into consideration.



WHAT DID WE DO?

 This paper uses empirical data on

ridesourcing services collected directly

from DiDi Chuxing to quantify the actual

scale and potential of ridesplitting at the

city-scale based on a shareability

network.

 The findings could provide enlightening

insights to policy makers to provide a

better understanding of the potential of

ridesplitting.



WHAT DID WE DO?

 We use the order data and GPS data, which are from the DiDi GAIA

Initiative, DiDi’s open data project.

 The dataset contains the complete order data of DiDi Express and DiDi

Premier, two of DiDi Chuxing’s core ridesourcing services, in the city of

Chengdu, China, from November 1-30, 2016.

 We optimize the shard mobility system according to the below objectives:

1) maximizing the number of ridesplitting trips

2) minimizing the total travel time

3) maximizing the value saved by ridesplitting



DATA DESCRIPTION

Trip Data

• DiDi Chuxing

• Chengdu, China, 

• 1.04 million trips

Map Data

• 7,783 nodes 

• 13,087 links

Fig.2. Research Area



METHODOLOGY--ASSUMPTIONS

 All passengers in the ridesourcing data set are willing to choose
ridesplitting service.

 More than 90% of ridesplitting trips consist of only two shared rides
because of DiDi Chuxing’s rule that a driver is only allowed to
accept at most two ride requests simultaneously.



METHODOLOGY--MODEL DESCRIPTION

Fig.4. Four strategies of ridesplitting
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Fig. 3. Ridesplitting trip example



Fig. 5. Shareability Network

We can give relevant weights to the links 

according to the optimization objective:

1) For the objective of maximizing the 

number of ridesplitting trips:

2) For the objective of maximizing the total

time of all trips:

     ,     (L   =  )  i j i ji t T t T t T

(L ) = 2i

3) For the objective of maximizing the value 

saved by ridesplitting:

METHODOLOGY--MODEL DESCRIPTION

1 2 3(L )= *Time savings + P * Distance savings - P * Time delay i P



RESULTS

Item Number Percentage

Single ride orders 959,513 92.15%

Shared ride orders 81,694 7.85%

Total orders 1,041,207 100%

Single trip hours 365,336.4 h 91.36%

Ridesplitting trip hours 34,548.5 h 8.64%

Total trip hours after ridesplitting 399,884.9 h 100%

Hours saved by ridesplitting* 9,744.5 h 2.38% 

Total trip cost before ridesplitting 21,300,728.8 RMB --

Single trip cost after ridesplitting 18,997,492.8 RMB 90.82%

Ridesplitting trip cost after 

ridesplitting
2,043,811.4 RMB 9.18%

Total trip cost after ridesplitting 21,041,304.2 RMB 100%

Cost saved by ridesplitting* 259,424.6  RMB 1.22% 

TABLE1 ACTUAL SCALE OF THE RIDESPLITTING 

Shared trips: 7.85%

Time savings: 2.38%

Cost savings: 1.22%

*percentage of saved hours within the total ride hours before ridesplitting

*percentage of cost savings within the total cost before ridesplitting

Actual Scale of Ridesplitting



RESULTS
Potential of Ridesplitting

Figure.6. Shared trips under three objectives

The percentage of shared 

trips can reach 90.69%



RESULTS
Potential of Ridesplitting

Figure.7. Time savings under three objectives

The percentage of time 

savings can reach 25.75%



RESULTS
Potential of Ridesplitting

Figure.8. Cost savings under the three objectives

The percentage of cost 

savings can reach 18.47%



RESULTS
Average Delay of Potential Situation

Maximum 

Tolerable Delay 

(min)

Shared Trips Time Savings Cost Savings

1 0.48 0.48 0.47

2 1.14 1.12 1.11

3 1.72 1.70 1.68

4 2.34 2.27 2.21

5 2.9 2.78 2.69

6 3.45 3.36 3.12

7 3.98 3.85 3.46

8 4.44 4.32 3.78

9 4.93 4.91 4.03

10 5.4 4.73 4.23

11 5.83 4.98 4.39

12 6.3 5.59 4.53

13 6.66 5.35 4.64

14 6.91 6.13 4.73

15 7.27 5.62 4.76

Actual delay: 9.86min

Potential delay: 4.76min



DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

 The percentage of potential cost savings can reach 18.47% with an

average delay of 4.76 minutes, whereas the actual percentage is

1.22% with an average delay of 9.86 minutes

 The percentage of shared trips can be increased from 7.85% to

90.69%

 The percentage of time savings can reach 25.75% from 2.38%



DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

 Passengers can wait less time on average when using the proposed

ridesplitting algorithm.

 The required fleet size can also be reduced considerably by

ridesplitting because two shared trips can be served by a single vehicle

instead of two vehicles.

 The average delays also increase due to the increase of maximum

allowable delays. Therefore, trade–off solutions should be proposed to

avoid overly long delays for passengers.



RECOMMENDATIONS

Specific strategies are recommended for ridesplitting companies and

policy makers to improve the present ridesplitting service, as follows:

 Ridesplitting companies (e.g., Didi Chuxing) should improve matching and

routing algorithms to reduce the extra delays and improve the travel time

reliability of the ridesplitting service.

 Ridesplitting companies should establish credit rating systems for both

passengers and drivers to discourage tardy behavior.

 Ridesplitting companies should subsidize drivers and passengers

proportionately to improve their enthusiasm for and participation in

ridesplitting.
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